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Object: Free of Charge from a colonialism Tax 

 

 

 

Dear Sir/Madam 

 

Brain Sluice Africa Child’s as an accredited organisation in consultation status with the 

Economic and Social Council, recognised under its resolution 1996/31 of the 25 July 1996 of 

the United Nations, since on 06 June 2019. It submitted a current proposition to a member of 

the Council in full respect of a paragraph (31) (a) (b) (c) (e), also in consideration of its 

resolution of 2008/24 and it wants to make a point on the insensitive effect of the Colonialism 

in Democratic Republic of the Congo which made Belgium to be a Capital of economic in 

Europe.  

In fact, there is a big stamp of crime against humanity Congolese people heart since 1808 up 

today but they still want to see how Belgium will fix what the King Leopold has done on their 

interested. As he used to instruct his security service to cut off the lips, penis,hands of those 

who were not willing to fill up what was its demand of production a day and rape of the 

Congolese women, he destroyed the Congolese culture with tribalism, used involuntarily for 

its HIV medical test on them, this attitude of supremacy has cost the life to some of the 

opinion leaders such as Paul panda after serving as a soldier under Germany flag, Kimpa 

Vita, Simon Kibangu and Patrice Emery Lumumba then this require a minimum 

consideration in their memory. 

  



Actually, most of the soldiers who fought on second war under its flag, they have died on 

extremely poverty, they are families members are leaving in extremely poor condition from a 

generation but its political shade still move again behind of assassination of the Congolese 

political leaders even today, unfortunately the Democratic Republic of the Congo seems to 

pay a colonial tax and the Human Right Council could act with an immediate effect on the 

following points then calls upon Belgium to: 

 drop off  its colonial tax against Democratic Republic of the Congo  

 

 Return back  officially whatever belong to the Congolese 

 

 Return back the tooth of Patrice Emery Lumumba officially  

 

 Declare  a public holy day in memory of the ancient combatants in Belgium 

 

 Schedule a service church in Belgium to honour a memory of those 3 first opinion 

leaders killed during a colonial period. 

 

 Review  a traveling visa restriction on behalf the Congolese people   

 

 Free training of the different skills for the ancient combatants families members  

 

The Human Right Council, the Economic and Social Council at United Nations could set up 

ad Hoc Commission which will be able to adjust the politically, military, economic and social 

cooperation signed under colonialism text through an arbitration therefore it will reconciliate 

these two Nations, hopefully that the members of the Council will treat this case with a 

kindness.  

 

 

 

I thank you for your assistance 
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                                                                                                        Chief Executive Officer 

 

  


